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Corporate Advisory 
Board  (CAB)

Join Us, there is work to be done

The CAB, helps INCOSE to:
	�See important systems engineering challenges facing industry and 
government face: autonomous systems, healthcare systems, agile life-
cycle development, systems security, and sustainability

	�Shape INCOSE’s strategic direction—identifying and prioritizing the 
best ways to advance the discipline of systems engineering in industry, 
science, and academia

	�Support and mentor INCOSE’s more than 55 working groups with 
recommendations for products and determining priorities

CAB Member  
Companies

	�Have an opportunity to guide the direction of systems 
engineering

	�Provide employees access to the state-of-the-art 
products developed by INCOSE working groups

	�Network with industry leaders and see how they use 
systems engineering to solve business problems

	�Gain better access to talent—find and hire competent, 
certified Systems Engineers

www.incose.org/incose-member-resources/
corporate-advisory-board 
email: info@incose.org 

CAB Members are the Customer Voice 
to INCOSE Leadership

 Corporate  
Members120

 Committed  
Members18,500

 Chapters 
Worldwide74

 Working 
Groups55

 Countries  
on 6 continents 68



I believe Systems Engineering is an important instrument on the path towards 
technological development in which multidisciplinary knowledge is transformed into 
solutions aiming to improve productivity and solve complex problems. I am proud of 
being part of this, as a bridge between my organization and INCOSE, participating 
as a CAB representative.”

Claudia A. Tocantins, MSc, PMP, Diretoria de Produção Defesa

Including Soft Copies of: 
	�Product Previews
	�eNote
	�eNewsletter
	�INSIGHT
	�Systems Engineering Journal
	�Past Symposia Papers and 
Proceedings
	�Technical Products at no charge
	�SE Handbook

Access to:
	�SE Tools Database (SETDB)
	�Technical Positions (Public)
	�Online Tutorials
	�Webinars (Informational)
	�Systems Exchange Cafes,  
every 2 weeks with Topics  
of the Month

INCOSE Provides CAB Associate Member Benefits

Donald M. York, PhD, PE, CSEP, SAIC Fellow  
INCOSE, the International Council on Systems Engineering, 
is the professional society solely devoted to the promotion, 
application, and enhancement of the systems engineering 
discipline and profession. Considered the world’s authority on 
systems engineering, INCOSE and its senior leadership rely on the 
experience, advice, and wisdom of seasoned practitioners from 
more than 100 organizations that form its Corporate Advisory 
Board (CAB).  INCOSE leadership looks to the CAB for the strategic 
viewpoint gained by experience and hard-won wisdom—the kind 
that comes from practicing sustainable systems engineering in 
complex, critical, and ever-evolving environments.

Members41

22
      41% of members  
  are added through  
CAB participation 

Some Current CAB Members


